Maximize
Are you ready to maximize what you advertise, or do you just need something to talk about?
Will you factualize other than fratricide? Or will you be caught immobile with your eyes wide?
Can you surely grip the handle and use the correct tool, or is it for you the scandal and the label
of fool?
Have you decided to strive for your best inner vision? Consider all your options, then actualize
your decisions.
360 degrees – humans falling like leaves. Won’t have to do your time, just commit this one more
crime. Forget about going home, to your family you’ll be unknown. Just a number and a name,
with a charge and a blame.
In prison, the rotation is like a sine wave, walking tall or laying in your cave, same routine ‘til
you get the paupers’ grave. Doesn’t matter what got you here, somebody else got the same. Now
pride and you word, rate the value of your name. Some people want fortune, still others want
fame. If you’re not trying to get out alive and healthy, you are truly insane. Best to be the patient
one, a mistake that’s made will be no fun. Maybe you’ve given up on liberty, so now what will
you do? Whatever you decide, to your own self be true.
You can change directions between heartbeats, yet you’re still in time and space. You actions are
governed by the rules of the human race. Divinity is plenty, but you must be humble. There is
order within chaos, proceed straight don’t grumble.
Guard souls and self, these are of priceless wealth. Better than any body, in good or bad health.
So what is your decision, will or can you walk the fine line?
Keep sight of your inner vision, while you’re on earth doing this time. Are you ready to
maximize what you advertise, or do you just need something to talk about?
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